PLACES TO EAT IN ÜZUMLÜ
Üzumlü has a variety of eating places ranging from formal Restaurants to Pide houses
and Cafes. They are listed below following the road system as you approach Üzumlü.
The first three are found on the main approach road to Üzumlü as it becomes a dual
carriageway by-passing Üzumlü. The others are found after turning right into Üzumlü
from the dual carriageway roundabout.
•

FESETTA is run by Ismail & Seray. The restaurant is on the right at the point
where the main road becomes a dual carriageway. Enjoy a full range of food
provided by a lovely couple who live next door.

•

PARK ALYA is run by Ali Yaba (0252 665 5479). The restaurant is on the right
immediately after the petrol station. This restaurant provides a formal
presentation of food at reasonable prices which is invariably excellent in
quality and presentation. There is also an outside bar and pool table.

•

CADIANDA is run by Mustafa. Located on the dual carriageway, 500m after the
Uzumlu turn-off roundabout, on the right. A well established restaurant with a
large garden, bar and pool table that provides a complete range of food from
Pide to main meals. Predictably good food at excellent prices with pleasant
service. Our social agent, Akif, is based here and will be glad to see you.

•

OLIVE GARDEN is a large and new restaurant run by an experienced operator
from Calis that offers a large range of Turkish food together with a BBQ type
service in the large garden. A speciality is their Turkish breakfast. Located
across the road from Cadianda and 200m further along the dual carriageway.

•

EDDY’S PLACE Turn off the main road at the Uzumlu entry roundabout and it is
then located after 400m on the right. There is an outside area at the rear of
the restaurant and the food has a large range and is good quality.

•

PIDE SALON is next door to Eddy’s Place and provides a cheap and predictably
good range of Pides to eat in or to take away.

•

GRAPE GARDEN is run by Mehmet. Turn right after the Pide Salon. Great place
combining a large bar with dartboard and an outside garden with a limited
selection of food - well worth visiting.

•

THE WINE HOUSE which is run by Ian & Sener (0252 665 50 25). Carry on up
the road with the Mosque on your left and it is on the right after 100m. A
lovely presentation on two floors with a bar and a formal restaurant area with
a good range of food.

•

ŞELALE which is run by Nazif Dogan (0252 665 57 86). Return to the large
square beside the Mosque and climb the stairs to the side of the public toilets
and you enter an open family garden. A remarkable presentation with a wide
range of typical Turkish food and definitely worth a visit.

•

CAFÉ at the other side of the main square offers light cakes and coffee and is
ideal for people watching.

Quite a few of these restaurants will provide for take-away service and also some will
deliver to you in the villa. We provide cards that you can leave with the restaurants to
allow them to find you or to contact you on the ‘phone.

PLACES TO EAT AROUND FETHIYE
Restaurants around Fethiye are many and varied and we have listed just a few that
we think are worth a visit. We are sure that you will find many others that you enjoy.

•

THE FISH MARKET close to the main Mosque in Fethiye centre. Here
you can buy your fish and take it to any of the small restaurants
around the market and they will cook it and serve it to you as a meal.
An example is 10TL for a freshly caught sea bass and 5TL to cook it
plus whatever else you have with it – definitely worth the experience.

•

MOZAIK BAHÇESI again close to the Mosque and opposite the PTT.
Specializes in cuisine from the Hatay region of Turkey and everyone
raves about it. Excellent food and service at good prices.

•

MEGRI RESTAURANT in the Paspatur (Old Town) area near the duck
pond. Long established with an excellent range of all types of food.

•

PAŞA KEBAB just up from Megri on the one-way road. Another long
established place offering cheap and delicious Turkish grills and kebabs.

•

POPEYE’S is a boat moored close to the entrance to the Tuesday
Market. A floating takeaway café that offers great fish with bread.

•

SEÇKIM LOKANTASI is opposite the Otogar (Bus Station). Offers cheap
and fast 24 hour service with soups, kebabs and a choice of meals from
the bain-marie. Always very enjoyable.

•

SUNDIAL OTEL at the top of a hill at Tasyaka overlooking Fethiye Bay.
Outstanding views and excellent top quality food at reasonable prices.
Includes a swimming pool in the grounds that you can use. A must to
visit - ideally as the sun sets.

•

ÇIN BAL Barbecue Restaurant in Kaya Köy down a lane opposite the old
deserted village. A total experience where you grill your own meal on
your own barbecue - all delivered to your table.

•

HARRY’S BAR is the tallest terrace bar on the promenade at Olu Deniz
with outstanding views across the bay with good food and great
service. Great place to watch the para-gliders landing.

•

BUZZ BAR on the beach-front at Olu Deniz. Another restaurant with a
large terrace well known for a sophisticated presentation.

•

OLIVE GROVE on the left of the main road down to Olu Deniz beach, by
the Montebello Beach Hotel. Excellent food, service and very good
value for money in this well established restaurant.

The Lokantasi are excellent for a quick and cheap meal where you choose from the
bain-marie counters. There are lots of kebab places and also many restaurants
specialising in different cuisines. You are really spoilt for choice all over the Lycian
Coast and normally get excellent service and well prepared food. The beach-front
restaurants are always more expensive than those found in the towns and particularly
when compared to the villages.

